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19080000 At sea DE 3

The English ship "Mohican," piloted by Capt. Urghart, was going to 
Philadelphia when it was surrounded by a thick, luminous cloud which 
"magnetized" everything on board. The compass was observed to swing 
wildly. 

260900 Salt Lake City (near) UT 3

11:00 PM. An air mail pilot was repeatedly buzzed by a long, cylindrical 
object. Each time the object came within about 50 yards, the aircraft engine 
would begin to sputter and misfire, until the pilot was forced to make an 
emergency landing in a pasture.

431200 Oslo Norway 3

At 10:30 p.m. four women in a car saw an orange bell-shaped object 
ascending. Three automobiles in the vicinity experienced EM effects and the 
engines stalled. A 1.5-meter diameter area of melted snow was found on the 
ground. (Ref. 3; Australian Flying Saucer Review, No. 7, 1967; cited by 
Project 1947.)

440200 Bass Strait AU 3

At 2:30 a.m.  a bomber crew at 4,500 feet altitude saw a dark shape pull 
alongside the plane and pace it at a distance of about 100 feet for about 18-20 
minutes.  (Ref. 3; Bill Chalker, The Oz Files, 1996, pp. 35-36.)

450828 Iwo Jima (near) At Sea 3
C-46 had engine trouble, lost altitude, as three UFOs were observed from 
plane. [2.]

470624 Mt. Adams WA 3 E 5 12 Prospector Compass Incident

500122 Kodiak NAS AK 3 BBU
USN P2V3 Patrol Plane and USS Tillamook Encounter "threatening" Radar 
Target and E-M

500900 City not noted Korea 3
Navy planes on mission approached by two large discs, radar jammed, radio 
transmitter blocked by buzzing noise each time new frequency tried

510000 Iron Triangle, near Chorwon Korea 3 Craft hit soldier with light beam

510210 Gander, Newfoundland CAN 3
Bethune Case. Several onboard aircraft compasses slowly rotated or spun 
during UFO encounter

511224 Selfridge AFB MI 3
Two men at Selfridge AFB, Michigan sighted a large oblong and brilliantly 
lighted object moving at a rapid rate of speed with no apparent audible sound.

520109 Kerrville TX 3
January 9, 1952;  Kerrville, Texas. Odd 'roaring" interference on radio as UFO 
circled town.

520326 Long Beach CA 3
Two yellowish discs passed by slowly; "as they passed the radio was agitated 
twice."

520429 Marshall TX 3 1167
Private pilot saw a round white object fly straight with side-to-side oscillation 
(Berliner; FUFOR Index)

521031 Fayetteville GA 3 2200 orange blimp-shaped object, 80 ft long 20 ft wide

530929 Easton PA 3
Television picture "began going up and down real fast," as UFO passed 
overhead

540129 Santa Ana (near) CA 3 car radio quit and motor missed as UFO passed low over car

540500 La Porte IN 3
Car lights and radio went off, motorist saw three round or oval UFOs moving 
as unit, emitting beams of light toward ground

540501 Tokyo Japan 3 TV pictures distorted as UFO passed over
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540621 Ridgeway, Ontario CAN 3 Car motor quit as UFO crossed highway ahead of car

540728 Brentwood CA 3
"Sparkling green light" appeared to land in orchard, television reception 
interrupted

540830 Porto Alegre Brazil 3 House lights failed as UFO passed

540916 Marion VA 3
Radio station transmitter failed to operate properly as round shiny UFO passed 
tower

540918 City not noted NM 3 NC
Large green fireball observed; radio and television interference noted over 
wide area

541007 St.-Jean-d'Asse France 3 Car motor and headlights failed; UFO over road.
541009 Cuisy (Seine-Et-Marne) France 3 Car motor and headlights failed as cigar-shaped UFO passed above

541011 Brosses-Thillot, Saone-Et-Loire (near) France 3 Motorcycle stalled, round lighted UFO observed about 50 yards ahead

541011 Chateauneuf-Sur-Charente France 3
Car motor and headlights failed; two UFOs observed at low altitude ahead of 
car

541011 Clamecy (Nievre) France 3
Car motor and headlights failed, passengers felt shock and numbness; round 
UFO took off from nearby field

541011 Fronfrede (Loire) France 3
Car motor and headlights failed as UFO crossed road ahead of car, below 
cloud cover

541016 Banlolet, Seine-Infeneure France 3
4 UFOs at low altitude ahead of car. One descended toward road; driver felt 
shock, numbness, car motor, headlights failed

541018 Coheix, Puy-De-Dorne France 3
Driver of light truck felt half paralyzed, motor began missing; dark elongated 
object seen in nearby field

541020 Schirmeck France 3 Motorist felt paralyzed, motor stalled, heat felt; UFO on road

541021 La Rochelle (near) France 3
Motorist and child felt shock and heat, motor and headlights failed; then 
luminous UFO became visible ahead of car

541023 Cincinnati OH 3
Radio made harsh shrieking noise, volume increased; then reddish disc seen 
circling overhead

541027 Linzeux (near) France 3
Headlights and motor failed, passengers felt ''electric shock"; UFO passed 
ahead of car

541114 Forli Italy 3 E 5 UFO Disables One Tractor But Not The Diesel
541205 North East PA 3 House radio "pulsated" as UFO observed hovering low over Lake Erie

550000 Agrinion Greece 3
Truck driver and hotel manager driving over mountain road saw luminous 
object fly overhead, truck engine stopped

550202 Valera (near) Venezula 3
airliner en route fr Barquisimeto; radio went dead both at Valera and Barq. as 
pilot started to report a UFO sighting

550517 Mojave CA 3 E 5 Nine Moving Red Objects / TV Interference
550606 City not noted NM 3 NC Three unusual green fire balls; heavy radio and TV disturbance reported

550626 Washington D.C. 3

A brilliant round object with trail 4 or 5 times its own length approached 
National Airport, stopped, oscillated, and moved off at high speed. Ceiling 
lights at airport went out when object approached; returned to operation when 
UFO left. [UFOE, VIII, XII]

550825 Bedford IN 3 House lights dimmed and brightened as hovering UFO pulsated

561000 Oslo Norway 3
October 1956; Oslo, Norway. Motorist felt "prickly sensation," wristwatch 
magnetized  when UFO flew in front of car and hovered over road

561028 Minot ND 3 October 28, 1956; Minot, North Dakota, photos by missile crew, radar
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561116 Lemmon SD 3
November 16, 1956; Lemmon, S.D. Railroad phones, automatic block system 
"mysteriously dead" as UFO passed over railroad yards

561200 Far East Asia 3
December 1956, Far East. Visual & radar sighting of round UFO by Air Force 
jet pilot. Radar jammed by strong Interference

570000 Moriah Center NY 3
April or May 1957; Moriah Center, N. Y. "Television started to have all sorts 
of trouble"; witness called out-doors in time to see red disc pass overhead

570414 Vins sur Caramy (1/2 mile E of) France 3 BBU
5 ft tall 3 ft wide metallic top-shaped object covered with vibrating sharp 
spines

570419 Maiquetia Venezula 3
Airliner en route to Maiquetia sighted UFO; strange radio signals received at 
Maiquetia airport at same time

570531 Kent UK 3
Airliner suffered radio failure during UFO sighting. Normal functions returned 
when UFO left

570625 Baltimore MD 3
Car radio stopped playing and street lights went out as formation of seven 
white discs with red rims passed overhead

570814 Joinville (near) Brazil 3 Airliner cabin lights dimmed and engine sputtered during UFO sighting
571015 Covington IN 3 Combine engine failed as hovering UFO began to rise

571030 Casper WY 3
Car motor kept stalling as motorist tried to turn around to avoid UFO sitting 
on road

571031 Lumberton NC 3 Car motor failed as UFO observed

571102 Levelland TX 3 E 5 BBU
Many witnesses, series of sightings, watched egg-shaped UFOs on or near 
ground, nine instances of car interference

571102 Seminole (near) TX 3 Car motor and headlights failed, UFO seen on road
571102 Canadian (3 miles W of ) TX 3 BBU submarine-shaped object, red and white, 2-3x car length & 10ft high

571103 Ararangua Brazil 3 Airliner direction finder and  transmitter - receiver burnt during UFO sighting

571103 Sao Vicente Brazil 3
ltaipu Fort electrical system failed, sentries received burns as UFO approached 
and hovered

571103 Calgary, Alta. (near ) CAN 3 Car motor missed, headlights flickered as UFO arced overhead

571104 Elmwood Park IL 3 Squad car lights and spotlight dimmed as police pursued low-flying UFO
571104 Kodiak AK 3 A "steady dit-dit-dit" interference on police radio during UFO sighting
571104 Toronto, Ont. CAN 3 TV interference (audio); viewers called out by neighbors to see UFO
571105 Ft. Oglethorpe GA 3 Brilliant round orange object hovered, revolving; television blacked out
571105 Hedley TX 3 Farmer saw UFO; neighbor reported TV off at same time
571105 Hobbs NM 3 NC Speeding car, motor failed, lights went out as UFO swooped over car

571105 Philadelphia PA 3
Apartment lights dead, electric clock stopped; bright light  awakened couple. 
Milkman reported flaming disc

571105 Ringwood IL 3
UFO followed car returning to town. TV sets in town dimmed, finally lost 
both picture and sound during same period of time

571105 San Antonio (near) TX 3
Car radio quit, headlights dimmed, engine stopped; UFO seen hovering low 
over field

571105 Springfield OH 3 Car and cab stalled as UFO observed

571106 Danville IL 3
Police chased UFO, unable to notify headquarters "because their radio went 
mysteriously dead."

571106 Houston TX 3 Car motor stalled, radio blanked with static, during UFO sighting
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571106 Ottawa (north of ) CAN 3
Battery radio and portable short wave radio failed, tone signal heard on one 
short wave frequency. UFO hovering

571106 Pell City AL 3
Car motor stalled, as driver attempted to approach UFO hovering low over 
ground

571106 Santa Fe NM 3 BBU NC
Car motor failed, car clock and wristwatch stopped as UFO passed low over 
car

571107 Orogrande (near ) NM 3 NC
Car traveling about 60 mph. Speedometer waved wildly between 60 and 110. 
UFO then sighted

571107 Lake Charles LA 3 Silvery disc hovered, car motor failed.(UFOE)
571109 White Oaks (near) NM 3 NC Car lights failed as UFO observed

571110 Hammond IN 3
Loud beeping caused radio interference as police chased UFO. TV blackout in 
city, motorist reported radio failure

571112 Hazelton PA 3 TV disrupted as UFO seen

571112 Rumney NH 3
Car motor and lights failed. Ground Observer Corps reported UFO at same 
time

571114 Tamaroa IL 3
Power failed for 10 minutes in a four mile area, just after hovering UFO 
flashed

571115 Cachoeira Brazil 3
Several car motors failed as drivers attempted to approach UFO hovering low 
above ground

571123 Tonopah (30 miles W of) NV 3 BBU Car engine stalled, saw 4 landed 50-foot saucer-shaped UFO's 
571125 Mogi Mirim Brazil 3 All city lights failed as three UFOs passed overhead
571203 Cobalt, Ont CAN 3 Radio static as several UFOs seen over area

571203 Ellensburg (near) WA 3
Truck motor "almost stopped, "caught again, as UFO sighted. Sighting 
confirmed by police

571208 Coulee City (near) WA 3
Automobiles stalled, headlights flickered and went out, as large fiery object 
passed overhead

571218 Sarasota FL 3 White light source glided overhead, TV interference noted
580113 Casino, N.S.W AU 3 Interference on car radio as UFO followed car

580130 Lima (near) Ohio 3
Truck, bus, and car passengers felt shock; motors of all three vehicles failed, 
as UFO descended and hovered

580224 Santa Antonio de Jesus (near) Brazil 3
Car motor failed; passengers then noticed a Saturn-shaped disc hovering 
overhead

580500 Richmond (near) VA 3 Engine of car began running roughly, driver then noticed UFO following car
580505 Pan De Azucar Uruguay 3 Aerial encounter, heat, between Piper Cub and "top-shaped" object

580803 Rome Italy 3
Luminous UFO observed passing overhead as city lights failed; one report of 
car radio failure

580831 La Verde Arg 3
Light aircraft (Piper) engine increased its revolutions abnormally during UFO 
sighting. Engine normal after UFO left

581003 Fukushima-Ken Japan 3 Portable radio emitted strange buzz as green fireball passed

581026 Baltimore MD 3
UFO observed hovering over bridge ahead of car; motor and headlights failed, 
two passengers felt heat

581216 Hawk Inlet AK 3 E 5 Diesel Generator Disrupted On Fishing Boat

590113 Bygholm Den 3
Car motor failed as UFO passed overhead; headlights and spotlight functioned 
normally

590113 Pymatuning Lake PA 3 Truck motor, lights and radio failed as UFO hovered over truck
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590225 Hobbs NM 3 NC
Signals on car radio (steady succession of two dots and a  dash) as UFO 
passed

590319 Kyger OH 3
Buzzing static-like sound on car radio. Lights dimmed; unidentified light 
source seen ahead of car

590622 Salta Arg 3 Luminous sphere observed passing in sky, city lights failed

590714 Salisbury NC 3
Television sets blacked out, some lights reported off, as circular UFO 
observed; loud oscillating high frequency noise reported

590813 Freeport TX 3 UFO crossed road ahead of car at low altitude. Motor and headlights failed
590813 Corona (Bet. Roswell and) NM 3 E 5 BBU NC Fmr Navy PBY pilot enc EME and elliptical object

590817 Uberlandia Brazil 3
Automatic keys at power station turned off as round UFO passed over 
following trunk line. After UFO left, keys turned back on.

591022 Cumberland MD 3 Car motor, headlights, and radio failed as UFO hovered low over road ahead

600118 Lakota (near) ND 3
Car lights dimmed as UFO descended toward field, apparently about a mile 
off highway

600813 Red Bluff CA 3 BBU Police, vehicle encounter, light beam, E-M, maneuvers, cat-and-mouse pursuit

610228 Lakeville MA 3
House lights dimmed three times, went out on two occasions as elongated 
UFO twice passed overhead

620209 Ashton Clinton, Beds. UK 3 Car motor lost power, headlights not affected, as UFO passed ahead of car
620730 Pojucara, Bela Horizonte (near) Brazil 3 Car motor stopped, then oval UFO seen alongside road
630804 Wayne City IL 3 E 5 BBU NC The Wayne City Car Chase (EM & NUCAT)

630920 Wonthaggi, Victoria AU 3
TV difficulty, viewer called outside to see UFO. Object hovered, darted at h.s. 
TV I/F noted in area of 3 towns

631107 San Francisco CA 3
Fireball observed, shock wave felt, over Bay area. Unidentified signal picked 
up by local radio station

631112 Unknown City Argentina 3

An official Argentine Navy UFO report. Combined visual and E-M incident 
involved the Navy transport A.R.A. "Punta Medanos." A large airship (never 
identified) was sighted from the stern of the vessel. The huge UFO was round-
shaped, and it was moving at great speed

631114 Carson City NV 3
Disc with bluish-green glow hovered emitting beam  which  illuminated 
hilltop; house radio failed, came back on when UFO left

640510 La Rioja Arg 3
Light beam, landed craft, humming noise, physical traces. (E,L) See Section 
VI. Van

640524 Millinocket ME 3 E 5 BBU Sphere Near Side of Road / Car Wouldn't Start
640629 Lavonia (near) GA 3 Vehicle encounter, top-shaped UFO and strange effects

641221 Staunton VA 3
Cone-shaped object crossed road, landed, sound heard. Radioactivity 
detected.  (E) See Section I. Car

641221 Harrisonburg VA 3 E 5 BBU Car Engine Fails After Object Lands
650108 Georgetown SC 3 E 5 BB Two Lighted Objects Make U-Turn & TVI
650115 Wilmot NH 3 E 5 E-M Effects on Car and Radio
650123 Williamsburg VA 3 E 5 9242 UFO Hovering Over Field Stalls Cars
650318 Himeji Japan 3 Object paced plane (E-M)
650321 Osaka (near Himeji) Japan 3 E 5 Object Paces Japanese Airliner
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650703 Undisclosed city in Argentina Arg 3 UFO interfered with instruments measuring magnetic fields
650703 unknown location  Antarctica 3 E 5 BBU The Antarctica Sightings (E-M Case, Photos)

650804 Abilene TX 3
Domed disc swooped over truck, landed on road,  blocked highway. (L) See 
Section VI

650818 Noblesville IN 3
Top-shaped object with dome, body lights, hovered over car. Report in NICAP 
files (E,R)

650914 Langenhoe, Essex UK 3
Glowing blue domed disc approached, buzzing sound; paralysis and shock See 
Section IV  (E,L)

651109 many cities NY 3 NE power grid failure & possibly related sightings
651112 Undisclosed city in Argentina Arg 3 UFO caused compass on ship to swing off course.

651220 Herman MN 3
Disc with dome, green light, hovered just above road, whistling sound, truck 
thrown off road. Report in NICAP files (E,L) truck 

660107 Georgetown (3 miles SW of ) AL 3 E 5 BBU E-M Effects On Car and Watch

660109 Chascomus Arg 3
Object with blue light beam observed flying away. Flying Saucer Review 
Histories, Supplement 17 (E.L.) car

660206 Nederland TX 3 10196 tadpole-shaped object about 14 ft long 2 ft wide 

660313 Portsmouth NH 3

Time not available. A reporter and his family saw an egg-shaped object about 
150 feet over power lines. TV and house lights dimmed (EM effects), and a 
vibration was felt. (New Hampshire NICAP Subcommittee report.)

660319-20 Freeport TX 3

1:25 a.m. CST. Witnesses saw a bright flash of blue light, then a hovering oval 
UFO was sighted by crew members of the Coast Guard Cutter "Legare." EM 
effects were experienced on local electric power systems, house lights blinked 
off and on rapidly. The UFO was orange and had windows or ports with a 
hazy appearance in the interior. After a while the object slowly rose about 
1,000 feet, emitted a blue glow, then disappeared. Shortly afterwards, two 
bright lights shot up from the ground and disappeared within seconds. An 
extensive power failure occurred in Freeport about 2 hours earlier (11:10 p.m.) 
(NICAP report)

660330 East Hampton, Montauk, LI NY 3  

9:00 p.m. EST. A tree surgeon and his family saw a bright white object 
maneuvering around power lines and a radio tower, making a "swooshing" 
sound. Static was heard on the radio (EM effect) at the time. A "light beam 
was emitted downward from the object onto a utility pole. Domestic animals 
in the area were excited and agitated (animal reactions) while the UFO 
hovered, circled, and moved quickly from point to point. At 11:30 p.m... a 
Ford truck experienced total electrical failure as a cigar-shaped or elliptical 
object was seen low over sand dunes. The object circled the area and flew 
overhead. (Keyhoe & Lore, 1969a, p. 8; New York NICAP Subcommittee 
report; U.F.O. Investigator, Vol. Ill, No. 7, Mar.-Apr. 1966).  

660331 Vicksburg MI 3  

2:00 a.m. CST. A motorist encountered a brightly lighted disc-like object, 
grayish with various body lights, hovering just off the road surface, blocking 
the roadway. The car was violently buffeted as the object darted around from 
point to point, emitting a hum like a swarm of bees. The object finally rose 
and sped away at a steep angle. (NICAP investigation report; Keyhoe & Lore, 
1969a, p. 23; U.F.O. Investigator, Vol. Ill, No. 7, Mar.-Apr. 1966, p. 3)
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660400 Malmstrom AFB MT 3 NC UFOs, alarms, 10 missiles inoperative 

660401 Dearborn MI 3  

12:30 a.m. EST. An elliptical object with domes on top and bottom, and 
blinking red and green body lights, maneuvered near a car. Static (EM effect) 
was experienced on the car radio. (NICAP report.)

660401 Conception Del Uruguay Argentina 3  

Night. A luminous green object surrounded by haze approached a truck, which 
experienced EM effects as the object neared. The truck slowed and 
overturned. (Rodeghier, 1981, p. 29)

660404 Burkes Flat, Victoria AU 3  

8:00 p.m. LT. As a strange light phenomenon (including an oval with a cone 
containing multi-colored shafts or tubes of light moving up and down) hovered 
near ground level off the road, an approaching motorist reported his headlights 
were bent (gravitational effect) toward the object. The object seemed to close 
in on itself and then disappeared. (Chalker, 1996, pp. 114-15.)

660405 Heflin AL 3  

4:00 p.m. CST. An obiect emitting a humming sound was observed, and 
reportedly caused "anti-gravitational effects," finally disappearing in clouds. 
(Letter, NICAP report form, clipping.)

660407 Grove City PA 3  

Night. Motorists saw lights rise from the ground, then an unidentified object 
passed over their car causing E-M effects, noise (unspecified), physical and 
psychological effects. Independent observation: Same day at Ligonier, 105 
miles to the southeast in Pennsylvania, silver cigar-shaped objects were 
observed flying into a storm. (NICAP notes)

660407 Littleton CO 3  

Time not reported. A group of people on a picnic saw white, blue, and red 
lights in a wooded area, and heard a weird buzzing sound. EM effects 
occurred on their car when a white object followed them as they left the area. 
(NICAP notes.)

660412 Dorchester MA 3  

7:45 p.m. EST. Witnesses reported a low-flying oval object with dome on top 
and colored lights around its perimeter, circling over a schoolhouse and 
bobbing up and down. Coincident power failure (EM effects) in nearby 
Roxbury. (Fowler 1974, p. 337; Boston Record American, Apr. 13, 1966, 
quoted in Flying Saucer Review, 12(4), pp. iii-iv.)

660415 Interior SD 3  

UFO tracked on USAF radar over Minuteman ICBM complex.. Two tracking 
radar systems that were looking for a Low level B-52 at the time got a lockon 
to a UFO that was later confirmed to be hovering over a missle silo. 
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660424 Dorchester MA 3  

5:00 a.m. EDT. The same family as in the previous entry saw an identical oval 
or discoidal object with dome and yellow light on top and red lights around 
the edge. flashing in the same pattern as the night before. The object emitted a 
humming sound and "weird, whirring, mechanical noises" as it bobbed around 
apparently close to the building. An explosive sound was heard, the windows 
rattled and furniture shook, and the lights went out. The family German 
shepherd doa whined and scratched at the door (animal reaction). The start of 
a power failure, which affected about 2,500 homes in the area, was officially 
timed at 4:57 a.m. It was later attributed to a breakdown in the insulation of 
the wiring at a point very near the apartment building. Later that evening 
investigators detected some abnormal radiation on the window sill where the 
object had been seen. (Keyhoe & Lore, 1969b, pp. 45-47; Walter N. Webb 
investigation report; U.F.O. Investigator, Vol. Ill, No. 8, May-June 1966, pp. 7-
8; Fowler 1974, p. 340.)

660425 Towanda PA 3  

Night. As their car engine and headlights failed and they felt heat, motorists 
saw a UFO with four portholes hovering about 350 feet away, flames shooting 
off of it. (Rodeghier, 1981, p. 29)

660615 Whiteman AFB MO 3 Military sighting of saucer like object in Missouri
660619 Nha Trang Vietnam 3 E 5 Major E-M Case Over Missile Site
660824 Minot AFB ND 3 E 5 BBU NC missile site personnel sight a multi-colored light high in the sky 

661014 Newton IL 3

6:45 p.m. CDT. A yellow-orange disc-shaped object with a blue rim and a row 
of red lights just under the rim was observed at low level, its glow illuminating 
the ground. Static interfered with the telephone, and TV interference also was 
experienced (EM effects) during the sighting. (Keyhoe & Lore, 1969a, p. 45.)

661015 Split Rock Pond NJ 3
Disc-shaped object near car, effects associated with light; extreme  
physiological effects. See Section I, (E,L) car

661026 La Plata MD 3

11:45 p.m. EDT. A drug store owner reported that he was paralyzed with fear 
as he observed a large round "craft" with flashing red and green lights on the 
underside, and a central light beam that illuminated a field. During the 
sighting he heard a whirring sound and experienced heavy static (EM effects) 
on his car radio. (Washington, D.C, NICAP Subcommittee, report.)    

661104 Alton VA 3

10:30 p.m. EST. While watching television, a woman saw her set experience 
severe interference, then black out completely (EM effects). She glanced out 
the window and saw a huge red light that appeared to be rotating behind a 
glassy surface of some kind. Above the light was a very large object 
surrounded by a halo of white light. (U.F.O. Investigator, Vol. HI, No. 11, Jan.-
Feb. 1967, p. 3) 

661130 Taylorsville IN 3
Ellipse approached car, slowed,  buzzing sound heard. CUFOS report; see 
Rodeghier, 1981, p. 31, (E,L) car

670103 New Richmond IN 3
Dome-shaped object hovered over car, roadway brightly illuminated. Forward 
motion slowed, unable to accelerate, loss of steering control (Section VI).
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670111 Aveyon France 3

White ball, oval near ground, whistling sound; heat, paralysis,  car vibrating 
road sign, Flying Saucer Review, Vol. 17, No.1; see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 31, 
(E,L)

670120 Methuen MA 3
Inverted-bowl shaped object moving slowly, accelerated.  Fowler, 1974, pp. 
138-143;  Sagan & Page, 1972, pp. xxvixxvii (E,R,L) car

670208 Deep River, Ontario CAN 3

6:43 p.m. EST. Several witnesses saw a circular object with a core of dazzling, 
pulsating central yellow lights. From this core, red lights appeared to be 
pulsating outward toward the rim. The object was an estimated quarter of a 
mile away and remained visible for 40 minutes,  during which  the witnesses' 
TV would  not work (EM effect). (Bondarchuk, 1979, pp. 124-126.)

670210 Woodstock CT 3

5:45 p.m. EST. Two separate groups of four and three people, respectively, 
reported seeing a triangular object with a white light at each apex. The object 
was silent when hovering but made a rumbling or roaring sound when it 
moved. EM effects were reported on TV. (Fowler, 1974, p. 344.)

670220 Limerick, Saskatchewan CAN 3

10:30 p.m. A woman saw a bright lighted object speed in and hover under a 
power line, then retrace its approach path (reverse direction) as it left. House 
lights dimmed (EM effects) while the light hovered. (NICAP report form.)

670221 Toledo OH 3

7:40 p.m. EST. A registered nurse encountered a large pulsating orange-
yellow ball of light that flattened out and changed color to pink-red, and 
hovered over the highway at treetop height emitting a ray of light (light beam) 
toward the ground. EM effects were noted on the speedometer and on her new 
wristwatch, which stopped for several days. (Letter dated 3/8/67 in NICAP)

670227 Topeka KS 3

7:05 p.m. CST. A woman saw a top-shaped object with red and blue body 
lights hovering over trees, remaining in view for 3 minutes. A neighbor 
reported TV interference (EM effects) at that time. (Topeka State Journal, 
2/28/67, copy in NICAP files.)

670227 Vernal UT 3

7:20 p.m. MST (8:20 p.m. CST). A registered nurse while driving encountered 
a luminous orange dome-shaped object (ball with bottom third cut off), clearly 
outlined, with blue-green, occasionally red, flame-like streaks coming from 
the underside. The object paced her car and dipped low before disappearing 
after 30 minutes. (Salisbury, 1974, p. 39-46.)

670300 Hillsboro KS 3

Evening. Three people saw a flash of light, then an object that appeared flat , 
and like an upside down saucer. ; The object turned red and approached the 
car, which began to rock violently * (physical effect). As the object neared the 
engine quit (EM effect).  (Salina Journal, Kansas, 4/2/67, copy in NICAP 
files.)

670300 Dry Creek Basin CO 3
Luminous inverted bowl-shaped object approached within 100 ft., heat felt.  
Gillmor, 1969, pp. 295-297  (E,R,L) car
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670300 Trenton NJ 3

Night. Multiple witnesses reported a two-tiered, green-red disc with a halo, 
and a white light on top. The object was visible for 3 hours. It hovered and 
maneuvered over the city. A radio station reportedly blacked out when it 
passed over. Other EM effects also were reported. Jets appeared to chase the 
object. (Trenton/an, 9/12/67, copy in NICAP files.) 

670301 Portland IN 3

10:06 p.m. A dark-colored disc with a dome, performing slow and low flights 
in Owen County, was reported to have followed persons in an auto for miles 
until they reached their home at Poland, in Clay County. The flight was 
reported as as low as 40' and two automobiles had their hoods up, indicating 
possible E-M effects. (Don Worley files)

670305 Pierre/Hayes SD 3

Night. A family's car was paced at telephone-wire heiaht by a V-shaped object 
emittina a bright light that illuminated the ground for oerhaps 5 minutes. 
(Rapid City Journal, S. Dak., 3/7/67, copy in NICAP files.)

670308 Leominster MA 3
Luminous oval hovering, rocking; witness felt shock, paralysis. See Section 
VI (E,R,L) car

670308 Newpoint VT 3

9:30 p.m. EST (8:30 p.m. CST). Two women saw a greenish-blue oval 
hovering over a field, moving up and down. The object changed color to 
yellow, then to bright white. When the object began moving toward their car, 
the car refused to start (EM effects). The object was visible for about 7 
minutes. (Letter 3/11/67 in NICAP files.)

670308 Manistique MI 3

Night. A woman and three children saw a diamond-shaped object, green on 
top, white in the middle, red on the bottom. The object hung motionless 
(hovered) for an hour and then faded out of sight. A power failure occurred 
during the sighting (EM effect). (Marquette Mining Journal, Midi., 3/10/67, 
copy in NICAP files.)

670308 Leominster MA 3
Luminous oval, hovering, rocking, witness felt shock, paralysis. (See Section 
VI) (E.R.L.) car.

670313 San De Fuca WA 3

8:15 p.m. PST. Two men watched a pulsating yellow-orange light for a half 
hour as it paced their car at close range. The following car had an electrical 
system failure (EM effects). (Washington State NICAP Subcommittee report, 
copy in NICAP files.)

670316 Roy (near) MT 3 BBU deactivation of 6-8 missiles during red saucer-shaped object
670316 Lewistown (15 miles N of) MT 3 BBU deactivation of 10 missiles for 1 day after UFOs hovered near silos
670316 Malmstrom AFB MT 3 E 5 NC "Echo Flight" Missile Incident

670321 Hillsboro KS 3
"Upside-down cup on a saucer" hovered over car, which rocked violently. 
APRO Bulletin, May-June 1967, (E) p. 5, car

670324 Malmstrom AFB (Nr. Roy) MT 3 E 5 BBU NC Oscar Flight / Malmstrom AFB Missile Incident

670405 Jonestown PA 3
Round object, flashing blue light,  moved over car, tilted, sped away;  car 
lifted off ground as UFO departed. See Section VI, (E,L) car

670412 Phoenix AZ 3

8:59 p.m MST. A bell-shaped object buzzed a car, which experienced EM 
effects on its engine. The object then banked, s turned, and flew away.  
(Project Blue Book files, National Archives.)

670412 Phoenix AZ 3
Bell-shaped object buzzed car, banked,  turned and flew away.  Project Blue 
Book files, (E) National Archives, car
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670414 Melville NY 3
Circular object landed, small figure seen in doorway; radio (off) made strange 
noises. CUFOS report; See Rodeghier, 1981, p. 34, (E,R) car

670501 Peel Tree WV 3
Elliptical object hovered close to car, intense heat felt; later headaches and 
vision problems. Report in NICAP files, (E,R) car

670526 Albuquerque NM 3 NC
Luminous object chased car, hovered above it; able to restart engine after UFO 
sped away. APRO Bulletin, May-June 1967 (E,L) car

670605 Shamokin PA 3

Evening. A school principal, teachers, and many elementary school students 
saw three objects for 1 ½  hours. Two were high, and one was low near 
transmission lines. The sighting occurred during an area electric power 
blackout (EM effects). The local newspaper reported damaged generators at 
Shamokin Dam Plant. (Cook report, NICAP files; The Shamokin Dam News.)  

670606 Itajuba Brazil 3
Mushroom-shaped buzzed car, humanoid faces seen through window. Flying 
Saucer Review, Vol. 14, No. 6; Rodeghier, 1981, p. 35 (E,L) car 

670606 Extremadura Spain 3

Time not reported. A Spanish Air Force jet trainer flying at 1,200 meters 
altitude encountered an  unidentified object that played "cat and mouse" with 
the plane. The object speeded up and slowed down, and moved above and 
below the T-33. The aircraft's radio emitted static and ceased to function (EM 
effects) when the object was close to the plane. (Good, 1987, p. 149; from 
Flying Saucer Review, Vol. 14, No. 3, 1968, p. 26.)   

670618 Falcon Lake CAN 3

Evening. A family crossing the lake by boat saw a shiny, metallic-appearing 
oval object with a slight rise on top. No sound was heard. Others on shore 
were alerted during the 15-minute sighting, and one person reported static on 
the radio (EM effects). Trees with wilted leaves on top were later noted 
(physical effects). (Bondarchuk, 1979, p. 31-34.)

670624 Asuncion Paraguay 3

In Paraguay, Asuncion, many residents saw six objects in formation 
maneuvering over the city. Communications interference (EM effects) was 
reported by the airport control tower director. (Baltimore Sun 6/26/67,.copy in 
NICAP files.)

670726 Dauphin PA 3

11:20 p.m. EDT. A woman saw a red light hovering near her house and 
illuminating the interior of her house. TV interference was reported (EM 
effects). (Pennsylvania NICAP Subcommittee report, 10/4/67, NICAP files.)

670827 Texas Creek CO 3
Oval on ground beside road; one driver walked toward it, flash of light 
knocked him out, APRO Bulletin, Mar.-Apr. 1969 (E,L) 3 cars

670900 Taber, Alberta CAN 3  

Evening. A truck driver saw a green oval object with double decks (like two 
flattened bells, one above the other) hovering near the ground. Beeps were 
heard over the truck radio during the sighting and the engine died (EM 
effects). (Calgary Herald, 9/5/67, copies in NICAP files.)

670903 Rockport MA 3

1:00 a.m. EDT. Many witnesses saw two yellow-orange lights that were 
stationary  in  the sky and blinking off and on randomly. Police radar 
reportedly suffered interference (EM effects) at the time of the sighting. 
(Massachusetts NICAP Subcommittee report, 9/12/67, NICAP files.)
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671011 Aldersyde, Alta. CAN 3
Oval with dome circled car, driver felt cold; engine restarted by itself as object 
departed. CUFOS report; see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 37 (E,L) car

670914 Kanagulk, Victoria AU 3

Night. A man saw an object shaped like an inverted bowl (dome-shaped) 
flashing red and white for 10 minutes. The object hovered, moved to another 
position, and hovered again. The man's car radio would not work (EM effect) 
during the sighting. (Unidentified newspaper clipping, NICAP files.)

670929 Zaporoje and Volgograd Bt. Russia 3

Time not reported. An airliner encountered an unidentified object flying above 
the plane. The aircraft's engines stopped (EM effects) and then started again 
when the object disappeared. (Weinstein, 1999, pp. 36, 50.)

671022-28 Lancashire UK 3

4:00 a.m. LT (12:00 midnight EDT). Interference on VHF radio (EM effects) 
caused a witness to go outside where he saw a cigar-shaped metallic object 
with an incandescent glow and portholes, and heard a whirring sound. 
(Unidentified newspaper article, copy in NICAP files.)

671024 Newfield NY 3

9:30 p.m. EDT. A disc-like object with a knob and antenna (protrusions) on 
top approached in a tilted down position. (EM effects). (Hall, 2001, p. 458, 
from: APRO Bulletin, Sept.-Oct. 1967, p.10; Gillmor, 1969, pp. 376-78, case 
38.)

671025 Hooks, Hampstead UK 3
Domed disc hovered ahead, driver felt  pressure on eardrums. Flying Saucer 
Review,  Nov.-Dec. 1967, p. 6 (E,R,L) truck

671028 Tunbridge Wells, Kent UK 3

Triangular object with bright white lights ahead. Slowly rose and moved 
away; car could then be restarted. Flying Saucer Review,  Vol. 14, No. 3; see 
Rodeghier, 1981, p. 37 (E,L) car

671030 Kulikup AU 3

Luminous, pulsating ellipse, forward motion stopped abruptly. Flying Saucer 
Review, July-Aug. 1968, pp. 15-16; Journal of UFO Studies, New Series, v.2, 
1990, pp. 27-28 (E,L) car

671031 Finucane AU 3

9:20 p.m. LT. A man was driving when he saw a tube of light close to his 
windshield. He then saw a football-shaped object about 30 feet in diameter 
that was pulsating and was an iridescent blue. The car engine failed (EM 
effects). (Unidentified newspaper clipping and police report, NICAP files.)

671102 Ririe ID 3
Disc with dome above car, two small beings descended, entered car. See 
Section XII (E) car

671105 Fordingbridge UK 3

Just before midnight. A diesel lorry (truck) driver experienced engine and 
radio failure (EM effects) and saw a glowing green, egg-shaped object, with a 
whitish dome or projection underneath, hovering 10 feet over the road. (Flying 
Saucer Review, Nov. -Dec. 1967, p. 4; London Daily Express, 11/7/67, copy 
in NICAP files; Hennessey report, NICAP files; U.F.O. Investigator, Vol. IV, 
No. 5, March 1968, p. 3.)

671105 Fordingbridge UK 3
Luminous green ellipse hovered just  above road, whining sound; batteries 
dead after sighting. See Section VI. (E,R,L) truck & car 

671106 River Avon, Hampshire UK 3 E 5 Disables Engine Continues To Run

671108 Elsinore CA 3
Red-orange disc, witness felt pressure on head and shoulders. Gillmor, Case 
39, 1969,  p. 380 (E,R,L) car
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671115 Yerecoin AU 3

Time not reported. A farm manager saw a dome-shaped object with two 
square portholes bracketed by two round ports and emitting a loud humming 
sound. Possible EM effects on TV. (The West Australian, 11/17/67; Flying 
Saucer Review, Jan.-Feb. 1968, p. 32.)

671128 High River, Alta. CAN 3

Elongated blue-green object, sound like "jet motor," flew by, after which 
lights, radio worked normally. CUFOS report; see Rodeghier, 1981, p.39 
(R,L) car

671212 Ithaca & Auburn bt. NY 3

6:45 p.m. EST. A woman driving with a child in the car reported that a disc 
with dome, red and green square windows, and white light from underneath 
passed near the car illuminating its interior and forcing the car off the road. 
(Syracuse  Herald-Journal,   N.Y., 12/21/67, copy in NICAP files. Case 
investigated by Ted Bloecher and J. E. McDonald, report in NICAP files.)

671213 Edmonton, Alberta CAN 3
Dome-shaped object hovering, rocking,   heat felt. CUFOS report; see 
Rodeghier.1981, p. 39 (E,L) car

680102 Whitehorse, Yukon CAN 3
Bright pulsating yellow-orange object nearby, heat felt. U.F.O. Investigator, 
May- June 1968, p. 3; Star, Jan. 4, 1968  (E) snowmobile

680221 Winsted CT 3

12:12 a.m. Ms. Cecilia Brewer and five companions were driving home from 
work between Barkhamsted and Winsted and heading west when their car's 
engine started to miss and they encountered a silvery domed disc-shaped UFO 
on the left side of the highway in a forest clearing. (Source: Donald A. 
Johnson, Flying Saucer Observer, citing Lawrence Fawcett, APRO field 
investigator).

680304 Syracuse NY 3 E 5 Cigar Flies Low Over Car / E-M 

680404 Cochrane WI 3

Object glowing orange  while standing still, bright red while moving, hovered 
over car; heat, "weightlessness felt". CUFOS report; see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 
40 (E,L) 2 cars 

680500 Centralia IL 3

Eveing. Several minutes. Several strange occurrences. Strange glow moved 
(1:00 a.m.) E-M effects (stopped clock), burned trees, brood son vanished 
(animal effects). (SL, Sept 72)

680527 Punta Gorda FL 3
Domed disc, green-blue glow, below treetop height, landed. CUFOS report; 
see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 41 (E,L) car

680716 Andacollo Arg 3

National Police officers saw disc with blue light nearby, moving slowly. 
Flying Saucer Review Case  Histories, Supplement 18; see Rodeghier, 1981, 
p. 41 (E) jeep

680725 LaPastora Arg 3

Silvery, spinning top hovered near road, rose quickly and sped away;  engine 
restarted by itself. Flying Saucer Review Case Histories, Supplement 16; see 
Rodeghier, 1981, p. 41 (E) car

680729 La Atalaya Spain 3

Object like upside-down bowl, glowing underside, flew low over road, landed. 
Flying Saucer Review Case Histories, Supplement 13, February 1973, p. 14 
(E,L) car

680901 Mendoza Arg 3
Huge circular object hovering nearby, three small humanoids. Flying Saucer 
Review, November 1968; see Rodeghier,1981, p. 43 (E,L) car

681028 Minot ND 3 photos by missile crew, radar

681101 Los Monegros Spain 3

Orange disc approached car, landed; after UFO took off, car and watches 
operated normally. Flying Saucer Review, Vol. 15, UFO  No.1; see 
Rodeghier, 1981, p. 43.  (E,L) car effects, watches stopped
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681122 Albany GA 3

Glowing yellow-white oval ahead of car, light beam struck car; color changed 
to orange-red as object flew away.  Project Blue Book files, National 
Archives, same as Nov. 23, Newton, Ga.; U.F.O Investigator, IV-9, p. 8. 
(E,R,L) car

681123 Newton GA 3 12567 oval-shaped yellowish-white about 100 ft wide-stopped car

681125 Marcellus NY 3
Object with red blinking light on top within 100 ft. of car; made 2nd car pass; 
E-M effects again. Keyhoe & Lore, 1969b, pp. 40-41. (E,R) car

690125 Plattevillie IL 3
Cone-shaped object approached, outside farm lights went out. CUFOS report; 
see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 44. (E,L) car

690220 Undisclosed city in Australia AU 3
Luminous cigar followed car; object rose quickly raising dust and leaves. 
Perth West Australian, Norseman, Feb. 21, 1969. (E) car

690304 Atlanta MO 3
Luminous red object paced ahead of car, effects associated with beam of light 
from object.  See Section I.  (R,L) car

690311 Campinas, Sao Paulo Brazil 3

Erratically moving, color-changing object hovered in front of car, witness felt 
paralysis.    Flying Saucer Review Case Histories, Supplement 6; see 
Rodeghier, 1981, p. 45 (E) car

6904or05 Gulf of Mexico At sea 3

The event occurred while the "British Grenadier" was sailing through the Gulf 
of Mexico. The UFO (like an arrowhead)  appeared directly above the ship at 
exactly noon on the first day. E-M effects

690414 Hill City KS 3
Multi-colored object came within 100 ft., hovered. Ulysses, Kans., News, Apr. 
24, 1969; CUFOS report, dated as Apr 19.(E) car

690619 Docking UK 3
Glowing blue mushroom-shaped object hovered about a mile away. See 
Section IV (E.L.) car

690805 Raleigh NC 3
Shiny object approached, hovered over road ahead of car.   Letter from 
B.C.M., dated Aug. 7, 1969, in NICAP files (R,L) car

700130 Mrewa, Zimbabwe Africa 3

Three shiny ovals hovering nearby; headlights remained off until 10 minutes 
after UFOs departed. Flying Saucer Review, Vol. 16, No. 5; see Rodeghier, 
1981, p. 48   (L) police car

700813 Haderslav Den 3 Ellipse approached at low altitude, heat felt. See Section V (E,R,L) police car

701125 Nova Scotia CAN 3

The RCMP report states that while on patrol at 9:50 PM on the night of 
November 25 Constable Ralph Keeping was contacted by Lawrence Smith of 
Lower Shag Harbour. (This Close Encounter incident was investigated 
separately by Don Ledger and Chris Styles and is supported by documents 
from the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. Styles interviewed Lawrence Smith 
while Ledger interviewed both Smith and Ralph Keeping a year or so later. 
Both Ledger and Styles interviewed Colonel Rushton who Ledger tracked 
down).

710000 in the Bermuda Triangle At Sea 3 Sometime in 1971; U.S.S. John F. Kennedy stopped by UFO

710525 Ibstock, Leicestershire UK 3

Luminous white disc passed over car, bright illumination; lights dimmed, 
engine lost power.  Flying Saucer Review Case Histories, Suppl. 11, August 
1972, pp. 9-11 (E,R,L) car

710808 Kadina S. AU 3 Glowing orange disc illuminated area, buzzing sound. See Section VI (E)

710924 Caleta, Buena Chile 3
Luminous oval with dome approached car. APRO Bulletin, Mar.-Apr. 1972 
(E,R) police car

720310 Normandy France 3
Ellipse with red light landed about 200 meters away. APRO Bulletin, May-
June, 1972 (E) car
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720609 Algodonales, Cadiz Spain 3
Pulsating yellow oval on road 5 meters ahead. Ballester Olmos, 1976, p. 37 
(E) car

720710 Alcaracejos, Cordoba Spain 3
Luminous object beamed light at car, engine lost power (UFOE II, Section 
VII).

720821 Waukesha County WI 3
Orange object hovering over treetops, beeping sound, radiator boiled over. 
Flying Saucer Review, Vol. 18, No. 6; see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 55 (E,L) car 

720827 Lafayette IN 3

9:45 p.m. A 39-year-old woman reported what appeared to be a solid object 
surrounded by pulsating lights. She first spotted the "elongated" object and 
observed it for approximately 20 minutes before it disappeared behind some 
tall fir trees. (NICAP UFOI, Oct 1972, page 3)

721130 Murray Bridge S. AU 3
Diamond-shaped object in paddock, "beeping" sounds on radio. Frola, 1990, p. 
121 (E,R,L) car

730101 Osorno Chile 3
Disc with green light and flashing, red light flew over car, engine restarted. 
Flying Saucer Review, Vol. 19, No. 3; see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 55 (E) car 

730202 Ohura Beacon (area) NZ 3 Aircraft encounters object, gyroscopic & magnetic compass went haywire

730209 St. Albans UK 3

Bright yellow sphere hovered low over road, engine restarted by itself when 
UFO departed. Flying Saucer Review, Vol. 19, No. 2; see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 
56 (E) car

730406 Charleston MO 3
Mrs. Dorothy Thompson saw an egg-shaped object at treetop level after her 
TV set went off and on

730410 City not noted RI 3
Orange-red object surrounded by green haze passed over car. APRO Bulletin, 
May-June 1973; see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 56 (E,L.) car

730422 Guadalcanal Spain 3
Four yellow lights as if on one object, beside rode, buzzed car; burn marks 
found where UFO first seen.  Ballester Olmos, 1976, pp. 40-41 (E) car

730522 Itajobi Brazil 3
Oval object hovering overhead, blue light beam shone onto car, heat felt. 
Flying Saucer Review, Vol. 21, No. 3-4; see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 57 (E,R) car

730607 Sousas Brazil 3

Yellow "fireball" approached, stopped 50 meters away, prickling sensation 
felt, later intense headaches. Flying Saucer Review Case Histories, 
Supplement 17; see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 57 (E) car

730628 Columbia MO 3 Several dogs undisturbed by oval object w/ light beams/wind  

730721 Gavignano, Corisica France 3

E-M effects, paralysis, cold felt; bright object rose from ground and shot into 
sky, power returned, engine restarted by itself. Flying Saucer Review, Vol. 23, 
No. 6; see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 57 (E, R,L) car

730727 Lake Isabella CA 3
Dome-shaped object 15 ft. in diameter on roadside; rose and crossed road. 
MUFON UFO Journal, July 1988, p. 19 (R,L) car

730903 Athens GA 3
Radio "went berserk," silver ellipse landed on road ahead of car, humanoid 
encounter. See Section XII (R) car

730905 Morris IL 3
11:30 p.m. 20-mins. Discoid object hovered over Northern Petro Chemical 
Company plant. Brief power failure reported.

730919 Teheran Iran 3 F-4 Phantom radar/E-M Case
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731017 Europa MS 3 Bluish object landed on road, creature encounter. See Section XII (E,L) car

731019 Ashburn GA 3

A woman was driving on Interstate 75 when her engine, power brakes and 
steering quit. No UFO was seen, but a small, metallic man appeared after she 
had pulled the car to the roadside.

731019 Draguignan France 3
During humanoid encounter lights went out, car displaced off road. See 
Section XII (L) car

731020 Fort Smith AR 3
Glowing disc descended within 6 ft. of car, "computer-like" sound.  Southwest 
Times Record, Oct 21, 1973; cited in Rodeghier, 1981, p. 59 (E,R,L) car

731020 Mt. Vernon IN 3 UFO disables train (diesel) & effects blocking system

731024 Dobson NC 3
Oval, 12 ft. in diameter, landed, humanoid encounter, engine restarted by itself 
when being departed. D. Webb, 1976, p. 17 (E,L) car

731119 Sidrolandia Brazil 3
Orange oval emerged from white cloud, hovered near truck, small humanoid 
visible inside object. See Section XII (E) truck

731120 Mt. Vernon IN 3 E 5 UFO Stops Train

740107 Warneton Belgium 3
Helmet-shaped object with tripod legs on ground nearby, shock, humanoid 
encounter. See Section XII (E,R,L) car

740108 Springfield OH 3

3:13 a.m. Leaving his job, witness's car lights dimmed and motor stalled. He 
saw multicolored lights descend just yards in front of car, followed by the 
appearance of a blinding white oval of light 6 ft in diameter, apparently tht 
interior of the object. Five small (3-4 ft) occupants observed, sitting to one 
side on high-backed seats. A maintenance man on the premises had noticed a 
failure on his "pager" radio four times between 7 and 10 p.m., although no 
lights or UFOs were then observed. 5 minutes, E-M effects (CHR 74-02. 
Investigator:  Leonard Stringfield, CUFOS)

740124 Aische-en-Refail Belgium 3
Disc-like object on ground near road; engine restarted by itself when object 
departed. See Section VI (E,R) car

740204 Shores Community TN 3

6:00 p.m. UFO shaped like wooden shoe with transparent dome atop seen 
outside witness's house,  hovering 6 ft over garden.  Emitted buzzing sound 
and disrupted TV reception. (CHR- 74-04, W.A. Darbro, ANLEY Ingram)

740214 Ely NV 3
Round orange object, others, moved nearby, force felt, truck lifted off road. 
See Section VI (E,L) rental truck

740321 Valdehijaderos, Salamanca Spain 3 E 5 Two Remarkable Encounters: Humanoids & E-M Effects

740330 Hombreiro, Lugo Spain 3
Blinding yellow-green object beside road, buzzing sound; three squarish 
imprints found. Ballester Olmos, 1976, pp. 46.47 (E,L) car

740523 Calhoun IL 3

10:00 p.m. State Police at Parkersburg, Illinois, took this call and relayed the 
information to CUFOS.Three witnesses reported a close encounter with 
telephone affected. Few details. (CUFOS)

741128 Between Dekalk & Mendota IL 3 E 5 Pilot Says Compass Affected
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741222 Fairfield OH 3

10:00 p.m. Noticing a bright light shining in her bedroom, the 82-year-old 
witness looked outside and saw a "boat-shaped," or oblong, object hovering 
over a neighboring house.  The beings, who ignored the witness, were visible 
only from the waist up. The object remained over the church nearly a half 
hour, rising and falling slightly, then moved horizontally a short distance and 
shot upward at high speed. (SYMPAP 1975,64)

750106 Lordsburg NM 3

11:00 p.m. Three peopIe listening to a CB radio in their parked car saw lights 
approaching them from behind. As the driver tried to move the car, the CB 
radio broke into static and the engine wouldn't start. The battery on the car 
went dead a few days later. (Sources: APRO BuIIetin, June 1975; Mark 
Rodeghier, UFO Reports Involving Vehicle Interference, case 376, citing 
APRO).

750110 St. Thomas, Ontario CAN 3

On this night three teenagers named Jones, Symms, and Dencie were driving 
by Lake Erie in St. Thomas, Ontario when a blue light came and hovered over 
their car, and then followed it along road. They made a sharp turn in their car, 
and the UFO made an even sharper turn. The car then stalled, and the radio 
went off as the light drew closer. (Source: London [Ontario] Free Press, 
January 10, 1975).

750219 Orbak Den 3
Large circular object descended over car, heat, prickly sensation felt. MUFON 
UFO Journal, Aug. 1976, p. 15; Jylland Posten, Feb. 25, 1975 (E,L) car

750503 San Antonio TX 3
Saturn-shaped UFO over truck, beamed light down; humanoids visible in 
dome. See Section XII (E,L) truck

750503 Tequesquitengo Lake Mexico 3 E 5 UFOs 'Escort' Mexican Aircraft / Radar Confirmed

751017 Helena MT 3

Object with flashing green lights flew over truck, hovered over road ahead, 
shone light beam toward truck. MUFON UFO Journal, October 1990, p. 20, 
22 (E,L) cement truck

751104 Ross OH 3
Cylinder hovering at treetop level, windows, body lights visible. Skylook, 
MUFON, January 1976, p. 6 (E,L) car

751111 Freeze Out Lake MT 3

A Montana Fish and Game Department employee saw a light flying directly 
behind a B-52 bomber. Using his rifle scope to get a better look, he noted that 
the strange object seemed to be pacing the aircraft. The object then briefly 
attached itself to the B-52, detached itself, and climbed out of sight. The 
sighting was reported to Sheriff Pete Howard of Choteau County. Howard 
conducted follow-up interviews with military personnel and learned that as the 
object attached itself to the B-52, the plane's radar equipment went out. 
(Reference: Lawrence Fawcett and Barry J. Greenwood, Clear Intent, page 35)

751115 Pacific MO 3

A red flying object approached a car driven by a Mrs. Prichard with three 
passengers in Pacific, Missouri, then ejected several white balls of light 
(BOLs). The metal of the car was magnetized after the encounter. (Sources: 
Lumieres dans la Nuit, September 1976; Mark Rodeghier, UFO Reports)

751116 Curiel, Valladolid Spain 3
Red ellipse hovering 1-1.5 km. away; suddenly flew away.  Flying Saucer 
Review, Vol. 22,  No. 6;  see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 66 (E) car
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751125 Goodridge MN 3

On this night in a field nine miles west of Goodridge, Minnesota, a disc-
shaped object eight feet in diameter was seen in a field. It rose off the ground, 
then relanded. The witness's car stalled, and later required major tune-up 
repair work. (Source: Mark Rodeghier, UFO Reports Involving Vehicle 
Interference, p. 66).

751223 Goodridge MN 3
Flat, round, orange object passed nearby, engine restarted by itself. Rodeghier, 
1981, p. 67 (E,L) car

751223 Goodridge MN 3

Night. Three 19-year-old girls driving together noticed a bright light in the 
sky, and their car's engine and lights failed. The light came closer and they 
saw it was an orange colored object, flat on top and round on the sides. 
(Sources: Warren (Minnesota) Sheaf, December 31, 1975; Mark Rodeghier, 
UFO Reports Involving Vehicle Interference, case 391).

760213 Berridale (between Tarraleah and) Tasmania 3

4:00 a.m. A truck driver driving saw a bright object ahead and to his left.. It 
was low to the ground. The light had maintained its position relative to his 
truck for some time, so the driver woke up his companion. The driver 
estimated the object was about one kilometer away and 300 meters in altitude. 
(Source: Mark Rodeghier, UFO Reports Involving Vehicle Interference, case 
392, citing ACOS Bulletin, June 1976)

760305 Redmond OR 3

9:25 p.m. A 23-year-old woman saw an object high in the sky, which then 
dropped down to an altitude of only 75 feet. The radio in her car went dead 
when the object came near, and although the woman kept driving, the radio 
did not work again until two miles down the road. (Source: Mark Rodeghier, 
UFO Reports Involving Vehicle Interference, case 395, citing CUFOS)

760327 St. Denis, Reunion France 3

6:45 a.m. The engine and headlights of a car died in St. Denis, Reunion, a 
French territory in the Indian Ocean, while in the presence of a small cloud by 
the roadside. The small cloud then rose up vertically, and shot off toward the 
southwest. (Source: Lumieres dans la Nuit, October 1976).

760422 Elmwood WI 3

Huge orange object, figures moving inside, blue flash, witness stunned; TV 
interference coincided. Rodeghier, 1981, p. 68; Schuessler, 1995, p. 109 
(E,R,L) police car

760611 Hotstun, Drome France 3
Orange dome-shaped object hovered over bridge, memory loss, apparent 
abduction. See Section XIII (E,L) car

760611 Le Martinet, Drome France 3
Orange dome-shaped object hovered above road and over bridge, E-M effects 
on car; missing time, abduction (Ref. 1, Section XIII).

770127 Prospect KY 3

1:05 AM. A teenager spotted a rectangular, orangish-red object coming down 
to near his jeep. His jeep's radio failed 15 seconds into the sighting. The 
electrical system on his jeep went haywire the day after the sighting. (Source: 
Mark Rodeghier, UFO Reports Involving Vehicle Interference, case 406, 
citing CUFOS; IUR,2,4)
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770204 Basford, Staffordshire UK 3

2:25 AM. An automobile club patrolman sighted a luminous orange object at 
some distance from his car. His two-way radio had heavy static while the 
object was in view. (Source: Mark Rodeghier, UFO Reports Involving Vehicle 
Interference, case 407, citing Northern UFO Network News, 1977)

770309 Nelson, Lancashire UK 3
Ellipse with red-orange lights approached, hovered, tingling sensation felt, 
physiological effects. See Section VI (E,L) car

770323 Farmland IN 3

5:40 AM. Snowy morning. Blue lights were ahead which lady thought was a 
snow plough. One blinking light of unknown shape flew across in; front of her 
then suddenly 6 to 12 blue lights took up position 2 to 3 feet in front of her 
slowly traveling car. The car was illuminated with a blue light and static came 
on radio. (Worley files)

770419 Little Haven, Pembrokeshire Wales 3

2:00 AM. The radio of hotel owner Rosa Gremville suddenly went dead. 
Moments later she heard a loud humming noise outside and looking out she 
was dazzled by a "huge moon lighting up the area, moving about like a 
seesaw." It descended and landed in a field 100 yards behind the hotel. "It was 
round, with flames coming from the top of a dome. (Sources: David F. Webb 
and Ted Bloecher, HUMCAT: Catalogue of Humanoid Reports, case 1977-18; 
Randall Jones Pugh, FSR, August 1977, p. 6 for BUFORA).

770606 Yorkshire UK 3
Oval object over two vehicles; heat felt, mass displacement. Flying Saucer 
Review, Vol. 23, No. 5; see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 70 (E) cars

770616 Middelburg S. Africa 3
Glowing object, van enveloped in light, buzzing sound, engine restarted by 
itself. Die Vaterland, June 23, 1977 (E,L) van

770623 Noupoort and Middelburg (btn) S.Africa 3

A driver of a newspaper delivery van saw a dull glow at a quarry beside the 
road. A glowing phosporescent UFO then came out of the quarry and hovered 
in front of the delivery van, causing the van's engine and headlights to fail.

770624 La Caleta
Dominican 
Republic 3

1:00 AM. A UFO was sighted hovering over the sea from the coastal town of 
La Caleta. Sr. Cruz watched as the object extended a tube from its bottom, and 
then sucked up water. Two occupants could be seen inside the object, viewed 
through windows in the craft. Sr. Cruz's car engine failed, and he felt a 
numbing sensation in his arms and legs. (Sources: Leonte Objio, APRO 
Bulletin, January 1982, p. 6; Stendek, September 1978, p. 5).

770708 Jessup MD 3
Silver disc with dome, green windows, moved erratically around farm for 20-
25 minutes, flew away slowly. CUFOS report; see Rodeghier, p. 71 (E) tractor

770712 Roseto Degli Abruzzi Italy 3

1:50 AM. A domed disc passed over a hill in Roseto Degli Abruzzi. Two kids 
playing with walkie-talkies experienced RFI radio interference. (Source: 
Maurizio Verga, ITACAT: Italian UFO Catalogue).
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770723 Lindley NY 3

12:45 AM. A 26-year old woman and her 13-year-old niece looked out their 
bedroom window before retiring and saw 11 or 12 white lights in a "dipper" 
shaped formation that were moving about in the sky. One bright light appeared 
on a hill 300 yards away. They then saw a figure on a distant hill shining a 
light on a tombstone there, and the stone seemed to rise up into the air and 
move back and forth. A figure taller than the others, who were less than four 
feet tall, stood near the light on the hill and called out with an "ooh, ooh" 
signal.

770803 Thaxted, North Essex UK 3
Orange-red objects hovered nearby, car lost power (NICAP UFOE II, Section 
VII).

770926 Griselles France 3

Five silent disc-shaped object flew along some power lines. One of the UFOs 
shot away very quickly. An electric oven stopped working when the UFOs 
approached. 

771007 Soviet Navy submarine tender At Sea 3
Nine disc-shaped UFOs circled a Soviet Navy submarine tender on this day. 
The radio, electronics, and on-board communications were all disrupted.

771030 Sonora (near) CA 3

A woman was driving with her husband near Sonora when suddenly a cloud of 
blue smoke engulfed their car. The car stopped and its lights went out. She lost 
consciousness and then woke up with several humanoids carrying her to a 
landed oval-shaped craft standing on legs.

771200 Novy Georgy Island (near) Russia 3

The crew of the fishing trawler Vasily Kiselev also observed something quite 
extraordinary. Rising vertically from under the water was a doughnut-shaped 
object. Its diameter was between 300 and 500 meters. It hovered at the altitude 
of four to five kilometers. The trawler's radar station was immediately 
rendered inoperative.

771207 Tatapouri NZ 3

A red, disc-shaped object came over land from the direction of the sea. It 
followed a car with three people inside. The headlights on the car dimmed but 
did not go out during the sighting, which ended when the UFO veered off into 
the sky.

771216 Uzes (just north of) France 3

On a highway just north of Uzes witnesses on two separate motorbikes both 
had their bikes stall in the presence of a Saturn-shaped UFO with a red ring 
around it. 

771217 Kenyon RI 3
Blue-white glowing oval, windows; one witness reported eye irritation. APRO 
Bulletin, July 1978; see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 72 (E) pickup truck & car

771218 Guadalajara Spain 3

A 34-year-old man, Mr. Herrero Sierra was driving his pickup truck down a 
road at a few minutes past midnight when the vehicles lights and radio 
suddenly died. A man dressed in a divers suit approached and told him 
through telepathy to come aboard a hat-shaped UFO.

771230 Keith (near) S.AU 3

A white, oval light about 27 feet in diameter paced a car 30 meters away. The 
two witnesses, a brother and sister, reported that as they slowed their car to 8-
15 kph, the engine began misfiring. 

780223 Sesto Fiorentino, Toscana Italy 3

Mr. & Mrs. Morello were sitting in their car listening to their car's stereo when 
they began getting heavy interference on the radio. Mr. Morello got out of the 
car to investigate and found himself engulfed in a warm, violet cloud of light. 
He saw four humanoid "shapes" and other lights around him.
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780423 Goleta CA 3

Mrs. Castro was driving on Highway 101 when her car engine lost power, and 
her car radio went off. A bright light in the sky made a "zinging" sound, then 
dimmed to reveal four revolving green and blue lights on the UFO, estimated 
to be about 10 meters in diameter.

780524 Tuscaloosa AL 3

Driving in the city a 21-year-old college student saw a metallic object nearby. 
His car radio experienced a burst of static as he sighted the object, which was 
glowing yellow-white with blue, orange, green, and yellow lights rotating on 
its bottom.

780706 Mendoza Argentina 3
Car levitated, altered environment, memory loss, translocation of vehicle 
(sections XII, XIII).

780712 Wiener Neustadt (near) Austria 3
A watch stopped when an orange glowing domed disc-shaped UFO came out 
from under the clouds

780716 In air space Iran 3

A Lufthansa airliner flying over the northern part of Iran encountered a 
glowing UFO floating in the sky. The presence of the object caused electrical 
interference with the aircraft's instruments.

780716 Farningham UK 3

A metallic gray cigar-shaped object descended over a highway, causing a car 
on the highway to stop. The witness reported that the car was then levitated 
inside a beam and brought up inside the craft through an opening.

780727 Sheffield Village OH 3

Elongated object with flashing lights, humming sound, close to ground, moved 
up and down for about 15 minutes, flew away.  Trouble restarting engine. 
International UFO Reporter, September 1978, see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 72 
(E,L) car

780811 Roosevelt UT 3
Silver dome-shaped object, green glow, hovered overhead, began circling; E-
M effects, dogs whined; UFO finally took off at high speed (section V).

780811 Buffalo Shoals NC 3

Glowing, yellow domed disc passed nearby, hovered, shot straight up, 
humming noise. MUFON UFO Journal, August 1988, p. 16; Maiden, N.C. 
Times, Aug. 16, 1978 (E,L) motorcycle

780824 Ginghamsburg OH 3
Two orange lights, humming sound, light beam shone onto car. International 
UFO Reporter, December 1978, see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 73 (E,R) car

780824 Ottumwa IA 3

Red-orange object flew in front of car, windshield fogged up; engine restarted 
by itself. International UFO Reporter, December 1978, see Rodeghier, 1981, 
p. 73 (E) car

780830 Nisula MI 3
Cone-shaped object with body lights flew overhead. International UFO 
Reporter, December 1978, see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 73 (E) pickup truck

780831 San Juan and San Luis (btn) Argentina 3

Two men, Srs. De Cesare and Martin, were driving in a truck on Highway 147 
in Argentina when they were circled closely by a group of UFOs. Their truck's 
engine stopped and they got out, throwing themselves to the ground and 
hiding among the roadside vegetation.

780906 Cordoba Argentina 3

A luminous UFO, giving off red and blue sparks, started to emit a high-pitched 
whistling sound. Power outages occurred throughout the neighborhood. The 
first UFO was joined by two or three other UFOs in an undulating motion, and 
together they flew off in a V-shaped formation. 
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780915 Carpentersville IL 3

A 26-year-old woman was awakened by a whirring sound and she went to her 
bedroom window to look outside. The noise stopped, but then she saw the 
figure of a six-foot tall man. He was dressed in a silvery suit. Several feet 
away from him she saw a small, silver, domed disc sitting on the edge of the 
grass. It was opaque and smooth and was the source of the whirring sound. 
The witness then screamed at her husband to wake up, and her dog started 
barking furiously. They both tried to phone the police but the phone was not 
working.

780917 Maatsuyker Island, Tasmania AU 3

At the Maatsuyker Island Lighthouse an electrical power failed twice when a 
big glowing light flew by south of the island. It was seen by four men at the 
lighthouse

780917 Torrita di Siena Italy 3
Orange domed disc ahead of car illuminated area, light beams humanoid 
encounter, physical traces. See Section XII (E,L) car

780922-23 Buenos Aires Province Argentina 3
Car participating in road rally brightly illuminated by glowing object, lifted 
off road, driver and passenger blinded, steering control lost (section VI).

780926 Strongsville OH 3

Disc with dome moved back and forth, heavy static on FM radio, headlights 
out briefly. International UFO Reporter, July 1979; see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 73 
(R,L) car

780928 Omaha NE 3

Two twenty-year-old female steel company employees were driving in a 
residential area when they drove by a dark, cone-shaped UFO with three white 
rotating lights on the underside. The tape cassette in the VW car's tape player 
erased as the car drove close to the object, but other cassette tapes in a 
cardboard box on a car seat were undamaged.

781109 Oil Fields Kuwait 3
Technicians observed landing of disc-shaped object in oil field, E-M effects on 
oil pumps and communications (section IV).

781030 Carmo Da Cachoeira, Minas Gerais Brazil 3

Some men were traveling by Jeep on their way to a local farm when suddenly 
an unknown force halted the vehicle in its tracks, then pulled it backwards into 
the mud on the side of the road. The UFO flew over them at very low altitude 
and then descended to hover a few meters away from the witnesses. The light 
from the object was so bright that it temporarily blinded the three young 
people. The older man nearly fainted from fright. After awhile they began to 
hear what seemed to be human voices coming from the object, but the voices 
spoke in an unknown language. The terrified witnesses began screaming for 
help because they began to feel a bizarre effect: all three felt as if they were 
"floating." 

781109 In oil fields Kuwait 3
Technicians observed landing of disc-shaped object in oil field, E-M effects on 
oil pumps and communications (section IV).

781109 Oil Fields Kuwait 3 E 5 Major UFO/E-M Incidents Over Kuwait

781129 Richmond KY 3

Three witnesses. A car had been chased down a rural road by a flashing UFO. 
At one time it shot a blue flame out of the front and the car stalled and the 
lights went out. After the car chase the object was seen to circle a house and 
surrounding fields at 100-300' off the ground. 
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781201 Giulianova Italy 3

A small dark disc with a luminous underbody, estimated to be about 1.5 
meters in diameter, flew slowly along the coast heading south in Giulianova, 
Italy. About four hours later, in Milan, Italy the entire electrical system of a 
car failed when a luminous, orange and green saucer-shaped UFO flew 
overhead.

781211 Navelli, Abruzzi Italy 3

A taxi driving on a road near the town of Navelli was forced to brake when 
two luminous globes were blocking the road ahead. The engine of the vehicle 
then died. Two humanoids glided across the surface without touching the 
ground. 

781212 Marzocca Italy 3
Luminous UFO emitted light beam, shone onto car, tape player 
malfunctioned.  See Section VIII, 1978 Sighting Wave (E,L) car

781212 Burghausen, Bavaria Germany 3

Ms. Adele Holzer was in her car driving to work when she saw a 
hemispherical white disc. As the UFO hovered over some nearby trees, six 
beams of green light shot from it and she felt slightly paralyzed by one of 
them. Her watch had stopped at 08:01 a.m. and her car's ignition key, that she 
believed had been in her hand the entire time, was bent.   

781212 Navelli (near) Italy 3

Alfonso Marinelli was traveling when his engine suddenly quit. He then noted 
two bright lights approaching slowly in his direction. As the lights approached 
Marinelli was able to make out two short human-like figures. The figures wore 
silvery suits, resembling those of astronauts. 

781214 Brewer ME 3

A man drove in a daze along a very desolate stretch of road. All of a sudden 
his car's motor went completely dead and he coasted to a stop. He turned to his 
right and slightly ahead of his car was a huge, long dark rectangular object, 
about 50 feet from the road. He also felt himself sink into a trance. He 
remained fully aware but could not move a muscle. He then heard a voice say: 
"Do not be afraid. 

781215 Ragusa Italy 3

A truck driver suddenly experienced radio interference and stopped to fix it. 
He then saw two very tall humanoids standing only five meters away. Seconds 
later the witness saw a dome-shaped craft take off with a bright flash. 

781216 Abbington IN 3

Dark object three times the size of a moon came over low above trees and 
hovered near auto causing its motor and radio to stop. As it hovered in front of 
the auto three red lights were seen and a large white light was on the rear. 

781221 Resistencia Argentina 3

Shortly after two o’clock in the morning several witnesses saw 6-7 objects 
moving in formation through the sky at great speed. Power outages were 
reported throughout the city. 

781221 La Rioja Argentina 3

At 2:45 a.m. a very large glowing disc-shaped UFO headed a formation of 
three other craft that flew from north to south at an estimated 1000 meters 
altitude. They reportedly lit up the sky like day. Each object was white in 
color with a green halo, and they left behind a bluish trail. A truck driver said 
his trucks radio stopped working at the time.

781228 L'Aquila Italy 3

A luminous object surrounded by a red halo stopped several hundred meters 
over an electric power generating plant. The generator stopped working for 
five minutes
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781231 Zermatt Switzerland 3

Two people witnessed a luminous round object over the alpine glacier, 
brightly illuminating the ice. Later that night, at 2:30 a.m. the next morning 
(Jan 1, 1979), a big electrical power outage occurred in the city.

790103 Miami FL 3

Mr. Filiberto Cardenas, age 45, was driving on Okeechobee Road just north of 
Miami, Florida with three family friends when the car engine suddenly failed. 
He and another man got out of the car to check under the hood when a large 
luminous object emitting a humming sound descended over the vehicle. The 
witness vanished in plain sight of the others, apparently taken up into the 
object by a beam of light.

790105 Auburn MA 3
Three red triangles hovered over road; heat, paralysis, physiological effects, 
car slowed. MUFON UFO Journal, Mar.-Apr. 1979, pp. 8-9 (R) car

790105 Sturbridge MA 3 CE-II case with EM effects on car. (Raymond Fowler investigation report)

790118 Lusiana Italy 3

A witness's car engine died when an ovoid UFO landed nearby. A door in the 
craft opened and two humanoids emerged. They reportedly had vibrating 
antennae-like ears or antennae on the sides of their heads

790124 Lindale (near) TX 3

20-year-old John Scott Cates had stopped his car and gotten out to relieve 
himself when a blue beam of light from the sky struck him. It caused his hair 
to stand up like an electric static charge. Two UFOs appeared, and he 
experienced a six-hour long memory lapse. His next recollection was being 
back in his car, where he noticed that his engine restarted when a ringing noise 
sounded. 

790124 Toquilla (near Tunja) Colombia 3

A dentist and three students were traveling by car when their engine suddenly 
stalled. They then saw two metallic disc-shaped objects land on tripod landing 
gear nearby, and three men wearing tight fitting silvery outfits and large 
helmets exited from a hatch in one of the objects. 

790205 Lawitta, Tasmania AU 3
Car engulfed in intense white light, memory loss, dazed, witness admitted to 
hospital. MUFON UFO Journal, August 1980, p. 6 (E,R,L) car

790208 Liverpool Creek, Qnsld. AU 3
Beehive-shaped object beside road, rose about one meter, light flash. MUFON 
UFO Journal, December 1979 (E,L)

790218 Lardit, Aveyron district France 3

An incident involving missing time and vehicle electrical system interference 
occurred. Dark objects flew over a reservoir, followed by a 1.5 meter in 
diameter metallic disc. The witness experienced semi-paralysis and the car's 
electrical system failed.

790407 Bigand Argentina 3

Several cars experienced electrical system failures on highway 33 in Bigand, 
Argentina. Mr. Celotto, a farmer, saw an eight meter wide disc land, and 
circular ground traces were found later in a soybean field.

790505 Pampulhas, Belo Horizonte Brazil 3
Object with portholes, blinding red-orange light, landed within 50 meters. 
Cronica, May 7, 1979 Buenos Aires, Argentina (E,R) police car

790506 Brisbane, Queensland AU 3
Bright orange lights on road ahead, terrain illuminated, lights shot straight up 
at high speed. Frola, 1990, p. 204 (E,L) car
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790525 Charleston MO 3

A nocturnal light came down and landed behind a store in the town of 
Charleston, Missouri. A neon sign was effected and a clock in the vicinity was 
later found to be 18 minutes slow. 

790622 Gorgona (offshore of) Italy 3

The yacht Rainbow II was heading for Corsica,. On board was the owner of 
the boat, his wife and children and a crew of 11 people. About three miles 
ahead of the prow of the boat they saw a black cylindrical shape. This object 
was coming out from the surface of the sea like a tower and rose 30 meters 
into the air. Although the compass showed the yacht as headed in the right 
direction, the yacht instead drifted about 12 miles south and ended up in 
Bastia. Another strange occurrence was that the dog on board started barking 
and appeared scared and terrified.

790716 Great Bear Lake, NWT Can 3

A flat metallic disc with rivets visible was seen by two men fishing on Great 
Bear Lake. They were able to take 12 photographs of the object as it passed 
over their boat. Reportedly a wristwatch being worn by one of the men 
malfunctioned. 

790801 Lewisboro NY 3

White ball made two passes, two-way and portable radios failed.  International 
UFO Reporter, September-October 1979, see Rodeghier, 1981, p. 74 (R) 
police car

790811 Wheatridge CO 3

Radio interference was experienced over a wide area of Wheatridge, Colorado 
when a UFO was seen hovering in the sky for three minutes. The UFO 
dropped toward a mountainside and was lost from sight.

800211 Council Bluffs IA 3

Brilliant orange light in field, memory loss, physiological effects. MUFON 
UFO Journal, February 1990, pp. 20-21; Omaha, Nebr., Morning World-
Herald, Feb. 14, 1980 (E,R,L) car

800313 Warwickshire UK 3

A 31-year-old man saw a huge cigar-shaped object with red lights at both ends 
fly silently south to north over the A422 highway east of Alcester, 
Warwickshire, England. The man's steering wheel became unbearably hot 
during the flyover, and it caused burns on his hands.

800507 Valdese NC 3 Disc with dome maneuvered near car, E-M effects on radio (section XII).

800514 Simpson County MS 3
Glowing disc shone light beam on road, E-M when car entered light beam. 
Biloxi-Gulfport, Miss., Daily Herald, May 14, 1980 (L) car

800809 Albuquerque NM 3 NC UFO landing near Kirtland, AFB

800821 East TX 3

Young woman and daughter driving home, E-M effects on car, car lifted off 
road onto craft, humanoids examined them on tables in room with "fog" on 
floor (section XIII).

801119 Longmont CO 3
Blue beam engulfed car, swishing sound, car levitated; abduction.  See Section 
XIII (R,L) car

801203 McLain MS 3

On Highway 57 in McLain, Mississippi Mr. and Mrs. Lowrey had the FM 
radio of their car quit, the car's headlights dim, and the car heater quit when a 
luminous, blue-white ball of light came briefly over the right side of the car's 
hood.

810108 Flinders Island (near) Tasmania 3

On a boat near Flinders Island two men saw two nocturnal lights exchange 
light beams. The sea was illuminated by the UFO display, and the batteries on 
board the boat were found to be dead. 
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810213 Fuentecen Spain 3

The witness observed several golden lights on a nearby field. He approached 
the lights but these suddenly rose up, circled, and landed again, this time 
closer to his home. At the same time his dogs were going berserk. Later he 
heard footsteps and his dog attracted him to a "figure" standing by the fence. 
The figure was a meter and a half tall, square in shape and metallic almost 
robotic in nature; it lacked a head, arms or feet. A scorched area was found on 
the ground by government authorities.

810415-20 Catania, Sicily Italy 3

12:20 AM. Two police officers in their car saw a strong reddish light 
descending from the sky. The engine and electrical components to their 
vehicle become inoperative as a saucer about 3 m in diameter and 1 m in 
height lands on the street about 50 meters away from their vehicle. A small 
door opened on the saucer and the witnesses see two human forms emerge; the 
figures began gesticulating and "jumping" around.

810504 Minas Gerais state Brazil 3

a bright disc landed on the ground in Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais state, 
Brazil and then vanished. A witness felt pulled toward the spot. Burnt grass 
was found at the site.

810612 Alice TX 3 E 5 Truck Slows Down, Water In Tank Heats Up

810711 Port Byron IL 3

10:30 PM. 5-1/2 mins duration. Girl Scout supervisor at camp headquarters 
suddenly hears his dog barking in a warning manner. The witness moves to an 
unobstructed view of the pool and notices the pool lights are not on. Instead, 
directly above the pool, and higher than the regular lights, is a brilliant light. 
Suddenly the lights go out. He hears a whirring noise that rises in pitch as it 
apparently rises into the sky. When he turns on the lights he noticed the pump 
is not running and the water level is down three feet. (IUR-3,6)

810716 Atcham, Shropshire (near) UK 3

2:00 AM. Three women were on their way back home on the A5 expressway 
when they all suddenly experienced a strange mood change, they all sat very 
quiet going into some type off limbo state. Then across an open field besides 
the road four white and two red lights appear. They seemed to be attached to a 
dark object. The object was round and began pacing the vehicle. At this point 
the vehicle seem to lose power and would not accelerate. There was an 
apparent time lapse noted when they reached their destination. Later under 
hypnosis one of the women recalled the car being floated up to the sky and 
entering the bottom of an object through two large double doors.

810731 Lieksa Finland 3

Black sphere and satellite lights seen, two approached motorboat, one 
surrounded by "fog." Paralysis felt, missing time, physiological effects 
(section VII).

811219 Areal Brazil 3
Silo-shaped object with three legs landed on road ahead of car. See Section VI 
(E,L) car

820219 Allen, Rio Negro Province Arg 3
Mushroom-shaped object above car, sound, witness blacked out; later 
physiological effects. La Razon, Feb. 23, 1982 (E,L) car
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811215 San Luis Del Palmar Arg 3

A 42-year old Ruben Meneses was driving a dump truck on a dirt road. 
Suddenly he observes a bright object that approaches the truck, the truck 
begins to vibrate, and he is filled with a tingling sensation all over the body. 
He was not able to move as the truck rises up in the air and apparently 
becomes transparent. Meneses apparently then passes out. 

820118 Hessdalen Norway 3

7:30 PM. A luminous metallic ovoid flew over telephone lines in a mining 
area. Magnetic anomalies were recorded. (Source: International UFO 
Reporter, November-December 1983, p. 7).

820219 Rio Negro Province Arg 3
E-M effects on car, dome-shaped object overhead, driver blacked out, taken to 
hospital with memory loss, physiological effects (section VII).

820220 Rio Negro Province Arg 3

41-year old Juan Fattorel was traveling in his truck along a secondary road 
when suddenly the engine cut out; He saw close UFO and aliens and his 
eyesight was effected.

820224 Fleetwood PA 3

A bright round, lighted object flew over a car in Fleetwood, Pennsylvania. Its 
passage was accompanied by radio interference effects. (Source: Richard H. 
Hall, MUFON UFO Journal, February 1984, p. 14).

820300 Springfield MO 3

 The witness was traveling in her car when she suddenly lost control of the 
steering. She felt her vehicle being pulled by an unknown force towards a light 
that was hovering at tree top level straight ahead. Soon she found herself in a 
clearing in a wooded area. Nearby sat a silvery metallic disc resting on three 
legs. 

820315 San Dimas (near) CA 3

A mother and her two children were driving on a busy highway when they 
spotted a rectangular glowing object with a cross in the center hovering over 
the area. As the car drew closer the mother heard a low humming sound and 
felt dizzy and had difficulty driving. 

820322 Slanesville VA 3

The witness had gone outside to investigate a commotion among his dogs and 
cats and saw two lights descend from the sky and land. He approached with 
his car but the vehicle stalled. He approached on foot holding a flashlight and 
encountered a five-foot six-inch tall man dressed in a silvery coverall with a 
hood.

820403 Bolingbrook IL 3

A woman schoolteacher in Bolingbrook was awakened by a high pitched 
sound "like a blender running in a box." She looked out at the cloudy, windy 
and cold weather conditions in her residential neighborhood and saw a bright 
blue domed disc-shaped object land next to some power lines.

820720 Vejer de la Frontera, Cadiz Spain 3

A a local cattleman walked to what he thought was a tanker truck a hundred 
meters away, but when he got to about 30 meters away from it he saw two 
huge human-like figures standing in the middle of the road. The beings then 
walked back to the object as if in slow motion. They entered the object 
through an open hatch, which took off silently towards the north. Ground 
traces were reportedly found at the site. 
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820900 Corby UK 3

Late night. Ros Reynolds and her boyfriend were driving to visit friend when 
their vehicle was suddenly engulfed in light and an object then flew over 
them. The object then began to follow the car, traveling alongside them. 
Suddenly the car engine went dead, the car stopped and then she went blank. 
She could only remember getting back in the car and by the time she arrived at 
her friends they had lost nearly three hours. 

820900 Girard PA 3

A man driving around dusk on the I90 road saw an object hovering above the 
tree line. The craft was wedge shaped and triangular from below. His vehicle 
engine ran rough then stalled, and the lights inside flashed as the object 
approached. He was able to see two figures that seemed clothed in silver like 
material.

821004 Ukraine USSR 3 E 5 NC Russian Base Loses Control of Nuclear Missiles

830226 Kent Cliffs NY 3

A mother and daughter named O'Driscoll, driving near the frozen White Pond 
in Kent Cliffs saw a silent, multi-colored 200-300 foot wide boomerang-
shaped object with many lights, at a minimum distance of 100 meters, which 
seemed to respond to their thoughts. Their car radio experience RF 
interference.

830310 Ventilla Bolivia 3 E 5 Train Stalled By Huge UFO 

830326 Careme, Tarn-Garonne France 3

Evening. Two witnesses driving in Careme encountered sudden fog, and then 
a huge disc-shaped UFO. Their car turned unaccountably onto an unknown 
dirt road, and they had a possible missing time experience. The entire 
experience lasted 50 minutes. (Source: Lumieres dans la Nuit, issue 317).

830410 Ross OH 3
Luminous object descended, power failure, animal reaction, traces. See 
Section I (E,L) two cars

830706 Hampshire, Tasmania AU 3

7:30 PM. A motorist in his 1982 Toyota was driving home on a clear evening 
when his car gradually lost power and coasted to a stop. He saw beyond the 
fence an object about 100 feet away and 15-20 feet above the ground, dark 
cigar-like in shape with a blue haze around it

831015 Altoona PA 3
Silvery disc passed overhead, right wheels lifted off road; physiological 
effects. See Section VI (E,L) car

840108 Cozad (outside) NE 3

3:15 AM. CST. On Interstate 80 three people driving in a van outside Cozad 
saw a 100-foot diameter disc hover 80 feet over the highway. It was blazingly 
brilliant and had more than 15 colored circular lights around the rim. They 
heard an intermittent beeping on the van's CB radio.

840203 Tingsryd Sweden 3

1:00 AM. Mr. Jonsson was driving home when he saw a disc-shaped object 80 
meters across and some 5-10 meters above the road ahead of him. He got to 
his home, got his camera, and went back to the site of his encounter. His car 
stalled, and he recalled seeing several beings who attempted to abduct him. He 
had nearly two hours of missing time.

840229 Mechanicsburg PA 3

9:00 PM. A man and his dog in Mechanicsburg witnessed a 40 foot wide 
diamond-shaped object wobbling in the southeast sky at an estimated 50 feet 
altitude. He also reported interference on his TV set.

840624 Peekskill NY 3 E 5 NC UFO Hovers Over Nuclear Power Plant
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840923 Cordoba to Resistensia Argentina 3

8:00 PM. A large disc-shaped UFO followed a Piper airplane from Cordoba to 
Resistensia, Argentina. It reportedly maneuvered at great speed, and changed 
color from silver to orange. The plane's compass oscillated between 0.5 and 
270 degrees, and there were several other variations noted in other onboard 
instruments.

841214 Launceston, Northern Tasmania AU 3

Gray ellipse, blinding light from underside, landed ahead of car, car dragged 
toward UFO. Clark, 1990, p. 21, dated 1987; Chalker, 1996, pp. 182-183 (E,L) 
car

861020 Edmonton, Queensland AU 3
Bright blue-green oval paced ahead of car, buzzing sound, forward motion 
impeded. Chalker, 1987, p. 176 (E,L) car

871214 Launceston Tasmania 3
Elliptical object landed ahead of car, blocked road; headlights and engine 
failed, blinding light from underside. Car dragged toward object (section XII).

880120 Mundrabilla AU 3
Knowles family encounter with oval object that buzzed car, car lifted off road, 
physical traces (section VI).

880323 East Tamar Highway Tasmania 3

Motorists saw bright light ahead, engine lost power, radio failed. Four square 
yellow lights and light beam visible. Car returned to normal after lights 
disappeared (Basterfield, 1997a).

900120 Boyle MS 3
Silvery object with flashing, blue-green lights paced ahead of car. MUFON 
UFO Journal, April 1990, p. 15 (E,L) car

900320 Carney OK 3
Object approached car, hovered, red illumination, heat felt. MUFON UFO 
Journal, May 1990, p. 17; MUFON Log #900416 (R,L) car

920319 Haines City FL 3
Domed object approached police car, green illumination, chill, wind felt. See 
Section V (E,R,L) car

940201 Badalucco, Liguria Italy 3 Cigar-shaped object illuminated car with light beam, E-M effects (section I).
940215 Enkoping Sweden 3 Vehicle encounter with glowing oblong object, E-M effects (section I).

020114 Paintsville OH 3

At exactly 2:47 a.m., while working a coal train enroute from Russell 
Kentucky to Shelbiana Kentucky, a locomotive trailing unit and first two cars 
were severely damaged as they struck an unknown floating or hovering object. 
The entire electrical systems on both locomotives "went haywire." 
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